This paper critically surveys the best available spectroscopic data for the two lowest electronic states (X 'zc,+ and a '2,') of K2. Since both states are known up to dissociation, they can be used to determine Coulomb and exchange contributions to the intermediate and long range interaction potentials. The multipolar expansion representation of the Coulomb (dispersion) energy at long range (-Z,,C,,R-") and the exponential representation of the exchange energy (AewaR) as well as a variety of theoretical calculations are compared with these empirical results. Finally, dissociation energy values are discussed and improved dissociation energies for the X '2: (D,=4449.1+ 1.0 cm-') and the a "2; state (0,=252.9+1.1 cm-') proposed. 0 1994 American Institute of Physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
The two lowest electronic states of K2 (X 'Z-g' and a '2:) dissociate to the same asymptotic limit, two ground state 4s 'S atoms. If the potential curves of both molecular states are known precisely up to near dissociation (see Fig.  l ), they can be used to determine Coulomb and exchange energies as a function of internuclear distance R. This provides a direct empirical determination for the description of covalent chemical bonding in terms of the fundamental concepts of electronic Coulomb (dispersion) and exchange contributions. This type of analysis has previously been applied to the case of two Li(2s) atoms' and two Na(3s) atoms. ' At long range where the atomic overlap is small, the potential energies AV,(R) and AVJR) with respect to dissociation [i.e., AVx(w)=AVa(w) =0] can be described in terms of the Coulomb contribution A V, (dispersion) In the literature, of course, potentials are often given with respect to the potential minimum, not the separated atom (dissociation) limit, i.e., V(R) = D, + A V(R). Thus one obtains AV,=1/2(V,+V,)-D,, "A1~~ Department of Chemistry. AV,= l/2( V,-V,).
Two simple analytical representations for these energy contributions are the second-order long range multipolar expansion in terms of separated atoms3
and the exponential4
which vanishes rapidly at very large R. We will compare these approximations and also a variety of other theoretical results with our empirical results, as previously done for Liz and Na2. 1,2 It might be noted that hyperfine structure is ignored, but it should only be important at distances much greater than those considered here.
Our procedure is as follows. In Sets. II and III we describe the spectroscopic data and the hybrid potential curves for the X 'Cl and a '2: states of K2, respectively. In Sets. IV and V we determine and discuss the long-range Coulomb and exchange interactions, respectively. In Sec. VI we describe dissociation energy estimates and recommend an improved value. Conclusions are presented in Sec. VII.
II . THE X 'Z+ STATE g
From laser-induced spectroscopic studies of the A 'x:+X '2; and B 'II,-+X 'Ci systems, Amiot' was able to construct a ground state potential energy curve that goes up to within 0.7% of the dissociation limit, two K(4s) atoms. Amiot recorded more than 3000 rovibrational transitions by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Because of the extent and high resolution (So.004 cm-') of his data, we consider this inverse perturbation analysis (IPA) potential energy curve the best experimental curve available.
Since there is a paucity of information characterizing the uppermost portion of the inner wall of the ground state, we fit the innermost turning points of the IPA curve to obtain an 52 ) ; C6= 1.837 63X 10' cm-' (tQ6, C8=5.527 82X 10' cm-' (A)*, C,,= 1.983 31 X 10" cm-' (A)" (see Table  II exponential function BewbR which permits us to extrapolate the ground state well above the dissociation limit [see Table  I (X state, region I) for the exact exponential].
The long-range portion of the ground state curve (beyond the last Amiot turning point R,,+=9.335 Ay17.64 a,,) is best represented by the dispersion coefficients of Marinescu et aL6 and exchange energy exponential based on the ab hitic> calculations of Magnier.' The long range portion of the ground state hybrid potential energy curve is fully described in Table I (region III) .
The theoretical dispersion (van der Waals) coefficients for the X '2; state (and the a "2: state) of K, are given in Table II . The most precise calculations for C6 in our opinion are those of Marinescu et aZ.,6 which are coincidentally very close to the average (3803 a.u.) of other results (excluding Bussery and Aubert-Frecon '" Amiot' are not considered to be comparably reliable. In particular, those estimates vary considerably within the paper and are based on X '2; internuclear distances R<RT3+=9.335 A, well inside the K2 Amiot' is significantly higher than that found here (see Sec. VI).
The complete X 'Cl state potential energy curve is a hybrid potential described in Table I . Eigenvalue calculations were performed with the hybrid potential. The calculated energies showed self-consistency of the G(u) + YoO energies5 used to construct the potential; for all u =0-73 levels, no difference exceeded 0.14 cm-' and the standard deviation was 0.06 cm-'.
III . THE a 3X+ STATE "
The perturbation facilitated optical-optical double resonance spectroscopic studies of Li et aL2' yielded resolved fluorescence spectra to the a "2: state which, in turn, yielded an a state potential energy curve that covered nearly 93% of the well.
With the very recent a "si state calculations of a very complete potential curve7 and more accurate C, dispersion coefficients6 (Li et al. used earlier less reliable values from Refs. 9 and 15), we were able to construct a new and improved hybrid potential energy curve. The approach used for the construction of the a state hybrid potential is similar to that used for the X state hybrid potential; region II (the well) Zemke, Tsai, and &valley: Interactions between two K atoms of the potential is based on the best available RKR curvezo and region III (the long range portion) is based on the dispersion coefficients of Marinescu et a1.6 and the exchange energy exponential based on the ab initio calculations of Magnier7 (see Table I ).
The Li et aL2' RKR curve was adjusted at the four uppermost observed levels (V = 14-17) because of "inner wall bending."20 The adjustment was in part based on the ab initio a "2,' state potential energy curve of Krauss and Stevens,21 with a particular emphasis on the upper inner wall. We found that their minor adjustments in the upper RKR levels were overdone. The inner slopes of much of the RKR curve (region II, Table I ) and the theoretical Magnier7 curve are amazingly parallel, except the points where Li et aL2' made adjustments. To correct this, we shifted the uppermost (u = 14-17) turning points to slightly smaller distances, in harmony with the ab initio slope.7
The shift in the innermost part of region II resulted in an accompanying shift in the outermost part of region II, based on the fact that the difference R,+ -R,,-is more reliably determined than either R,, or R,-separately. For a complete rationale of this point, see the papers by LeRoy" and Yang.22 See footnote e of Table I for exact R,-and R,+ values for u = 14-17.
Region I of the a 'Xi state hybrid potential is the inner wall of the Magnier7 ab initio potential, scaled to fit continuously on the innermost RI,-turning point (see Table I ).
The complete a "Z,, state potential energy curve is a hybrid potential described in Table I . Eigenvalue calculations with this hybrid potential were compared with the G(u) + Yoo values of Li et aL2' Agreement was quite satisfactory; no difference exceeded 0.05 cm-' and the standard deviation for all u =0-17 levels was 0.03 cm-'.
IV. COULOMB ENERGY
The Coulomb energies at various internuclear distances determined herein using the equation
are given in Table III Table III. sults is remarkably good outside -8 A. Inside -8 A, the experimental magnitude of the A V, is "damped" by overlap effects compared to the inverse R expansion, as previously discussed for Liz .' Note also that the distance of -8 8, where Coulomb overlap effects occur in AV is well inside the 10.775 A distance ("LeRoy radius, " Ref. 19) where overlap exchange effects occur.
The theoretical X '2; and a "2: potential curves of Magnie? and Jeung and ROSS*~ can also be used to compute AVc (Table III; are given in Table IV and plotted in Fig. 3 . Note that, as previously found for Lii and Na$, the decay of AV, with increasing R is very nearly exponential. The dashed line in Fig. 3 is an exponential fit to several ab initio AV, points based on Magnier.7 It does appear that AV,(R) falls below the exponential significantly at shorter R and also at larger R. Again the results of Jeung and ROSS*~ deviate more significantly from our experimental results than those of Magnier.7 
VI. DISSOCIATION ENERGY
The dissociation energy values of the X '2; and a "2: states of K2 were recently reviewed by Li et al.,*' who recommended 0: = D,(X 'xl) = 4450 t 2 cm-' and D,(a 3cl) =254+-2 cm-'. However, the more recent work of Amiot' and this work provide additional information which can be used to estimate improved D, values. These new results are summarized in Fig. 4 .
Amiot5 in four different ways estimated D, values between 4449.7 and 4455 cm-'; he concluded by recommend-.,- ing D,=4451?1.5 cm-'. In our opinion, the most accurate estimate of 0: based on his data alone would be that for R 73+ as shown in Table V (0: = 4449.9 + 1.8 cm-'), where the uncertainty in A V, is taken as 4% and in A V, as 5%.
The same approach applied to the data of Li et 01.~' alone is also shown in Table VI and Fig. 4 . The most accurate estimate would be that based on R17+ (0: = 4448.7 + 1.0 cm-'). Note that Rl,+(a)=10.514 bR,,,(X) =9.35 A, so the u "EL value is derived from data at longer range and is thus less uncertain (although this is particularly offset by the higher precision of Amiot's FTIR spectra5 compared to the spectrally resolved fluorescence of Li et ~1.~').
However, the consideration of both X 'Z$p' and a "If,: data simultaneously (i.e., through determination of V,) al- lows a third determination of 0: , namely 4449.1 t 1.0 cm-', based on the dotted curve in Fig. 4 . In particular, A V, should be accurately described by AV','" well inside the LeRoy radius, since the exchange AV, interaction cancels out. The dominant uncertainty in this 03 (as noted in Sec. II) is due to the uncertainty in C, (and hence in c~k). The excellent agreement among the X, a, and combined 0: values suggests a recommended value of 4449.1+ 1.0 cm-'. This is inside the earlie?' 44.5022 cm-' bounds and suggests both the C6 and (ok values may in fact be less uncertain than is quoted above.
Finally, we note the corresponding value for D:=Do(X 'xc,f)=4449.1-46.1=4403.0-+1.0 cm-', and for the a 'C,' state, D,(a 3C:>=D:-T,(a 3C:) =252.9?1.1 cm-' and Do(a 3Z;) =252.9-10.7 =242.2? 1.2 cm-'.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Our recommended X 'Ci and a "2: potential energy curves for K2 have been combined to empirically determine Coulomb energies, exchange energies, and dissociation energies. These results strongly support the high quality of dispersion calculations (e.g., by Marinescu et a/.6) and of molecular electronic structure calculations (e.g., by Magnier7). Such high accuracy at long-range is critical to understanding collisions of ultracold atoms (see e.g., Ref. 24, and references therein).
